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after such transit will be respectively and thus, contrary to
what usually happens, there will, on the above hypothesis, be
an extra gain of two double permanences. 14. Theorem No. 2
may also bo stated as follows: If C + CJX + C, Ca +.+ CHX =/x),
and v be any real quantity not intermediate between 0 and--w,
and if c, 1.2 1.2.3 C v C v(v+l) (v + 3) C say a0, a a, o . be taken as
the simple elements of/(a;), and a, a?-a0at, a-aflt, a 1-axsan,
a/, as the quadratic elements of the same; and if we
understand by the (cA) association the paired series co cu csJ
Cn A A-Art AJ and if pP(X) signifies the number of double
permanences in the (cA) association, corresponding to f(x+ X),
then pP(p)-pP() = p, ) + 2k, where k is zero...
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It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It is one of the most awesome pdf we have read. I found out this book from
my dad and i suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Dr . K a elyn Pfa nner still V-- Dr . K a elyn Pfa nner still V

This composed book is great. It really is basic but surprises from the fi y percent from the publication. Your way of life
period is going to be convert when you total looking at this publication.
-- Ta nya  B er nier-- Ta nya  B er nier
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